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LA EXPERIA
"The Experience You Have Been Waiting For"

$4,999



Using smart glide technology minimal
space is required between the wall and the

chair as it slides forward to recline

Triple roller Total sole reflexology massage
triggers vital pressure points to the foot

which helps to improve lymphatic
functionality

Achieve ultimate relaxation and
improve your circulation using the
intelligent Zero Gravity function. 

42 Inbuilt multi-layer airbags throughout
enable you to receive a massage that suit

you from head to toe. 

Easy to navigate remote control and LCD
display



132cm L shape track massage allows a
smooth and consistent Full Body Massage

 Stretch

Manual modes allow you to choose
which technique you prefer.

Uses a combination of massage
techniques within  automatic

programmes:
Back Yoga

 Relief
Recovery
Comfort

Hot Rocks

Feel Goods La Experia Massage chair is aptly named for its reliability and functionality. It will certainly
deliver all that is promised. Ideally priced as a middle of the range massage chair the La Experia is one
of the most conventional on the market. 

 The La Experia features a near-flat reclining L track massage mechanism that matches the natural
shape of the spine in order to hit all areas of tension and realign the body from the neck down to the
lumbar region. Kneading, tapping, and shiatsu massage techniques are just a few of the included
features of this chair.

 Start with our Smart Body Scan technology which uses sensors to detect body curves, shapes, sizes
and pressure points for a customised massage. Then add soothing lumbar heat to help loosen
muscles and ease muscle tension and pain. The La Experia has triple roller Total Sole Reflexology™
foot massage which triggers vital pressure points under the foot to help improve lymphatic
functionality. Your feet will thank you!

Need back and spine relief? A key feature of the La Experia is True Inversion for spinal decompression
and also includes a stretch program. Or you can utilise the zero-gravity feature which elevates the feet
above the heart to help improve circulation. With programmes such as Back Yoga and Hot Rocks you
can feel your pain fade away as you receive the massage that your body needs. Complete with Smart
Glide technology the La Experia will compliment any home or space. 



Specifications
 Chair Width: 80cm

 Chair Weight: 107KG
Upright

 Chair Length: 155cm
 Chair Height:125cm

Reclined
 Chair Length: 170 cm
 Chair Height: 95 cm

Colours Available: Black, Ivory/Brown and Dark Brown

Showroom Locations

Head Office/Main Showroom: 292 Port Rd, Hindmarsh SA 5007
Showroom/Warehouse: Unit 11/75 Endeavour Way, Sunshine West VIC 3020

Westfield Marion: 297 Diagonal Rd, Oaklands Park SA 5046

www.feelgoodmassagechairs.com.au

Email: sales@feelgoodmassagechairs.com.auPH:1300 804 682
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